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Abstract. With the increasing popularity of online social networks,
such as twitter and weibo, privacy preserving publishing of social net-
work data has raised serious concerns. In this paper, we focus on the
problem of preserving the sensitive attribute of the node in social net-
work data. We call a graph l-diversity anonymous if all the same degree
nodes in the graph form a group in which the frequency of the most
frequent sensitive value is at most 1

l
. To achieve this objective, we de-

vise an efficient heuristic algorithm via graphic l-diverse partition and
also use three anonymous strategies(AdjustGroup, RedirectEdges, As-
signResidue)to optimize the heuristic algorithm. Finally, we verify the
effectiveness of the algorithm through experiments.
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1 Introduction

Nowadays, online social network sites, such as facebook, twitter and weibo, have
received dramatic interest, more and more people join in various social networks.
People use online social networks to share data, which produce lots of social
network data. If this data is directly exposed to researchers, it will cause the
privacy disclosure, which leads us to study how to effectively anonymize so as
to protect sensitive information in social networks while maximizing the social
network’s utility analysis.

Anonymous methods for relational data have been widely studied.
k-anonymity [1],l-diversity[2],(a, k)-anonymity[3],t-closeness[4],anatomy[5] are
models for anonymizing relational data. As there are some relationships be-
tween the individuals in social networks, anonymizing social network data is
different from anonymizing relational data. Anonymous approaches for social
network data should consider attacks from network’s topological structure. Pri-
vacy in social networks has begun to receive attention recently, and practical
approaches are yet to be devised.
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Id Degree Sensitive Attribute

1 1 Heart Disease
2 1 Heart Disease
3 1 Flu

4 2 Cancer
5 2 Heart Disease
6 2 Flu

7 3 Cancer
8 3 Cancer
9 3 Cancer

Fig. 1. A 3-degree anonymous graph and a table of nodes’ sensitive attribute

Most of the previous works on protecting the node re-identification and sen-
sitive relationship in social networks. In real social networks, however, nodes are
usually associated with the sensitive attribute, such as disease information. For
example, figure 1 shows a 3-degree anonymous graph1 and a table of nodes’ sen-
sitive attribute. Consider an adversary knows that Bob’s degree is 3. As there
are three nodes with degree 3 in figure 1, we can conclude that Bob has a disease
of cancer even if we can’t ascertain which node is associated with Bob.

l-diversity[2] is an anonymous model for preserving the sensitive attribute in
data publishing. It is first proposed in relational data, requiring at least l ”well-
represented” values in every equivalence group. Moreover, anatomy[5] proposes a
simple l-diversity which requires the frequency of the most frequent sensitive value
in every equivalence group is at most 1

l . Regarding social network data, [6, 7]have
studied l-diversity, but there are certain shortcomings. Tai et al.[6] doesn’t re-
strict the frequency of sensitive attribute, so it couldn’t prevent probabilistic infer-
ence attack. Zhou and Pei[7] doesn’t have a systematic introduction to l-diversity,
the algorithm in [7] is not efficient and experiments are tested only on synthetic
datasets. In this paper, we set nodes’ sensitive attribute as the sensitive informa-
tion. Based on the k-degree anonymity[8], we propose an anonymous approach
that applies the simple l-diversity[5] in every equivalence group. As the anonymiz-
ing social network data is much more complicated than anonymizing relational
data, we propose a heuristic algorithm in our anonymous approach.

In this work, we make the following contributions:

1. We propose a graphic l-diversity anonymous model for privacy preserving
in social network data, which could protect node re-identification as well as
node’s sensitive attribute.

2. We devise three anonymous strategies, and propose a heuristic algorithm
which transforms original social network dataG to anonymous social network
data G∗ that obeys the graphic l-diversity anonymity.

3. We evaluate our approach on real datasets and synthetic datasets.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the problem
definition. Section 3 introduces three anonymous strategies. Section 4 presents

1 The number of nodes, which have the same degree in the graph, is at least 3.
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the anonymous algorithm. Section 5 reports the experimental results. Section 6
presents the related work. Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 Problem Definiton

In this paper, a social network ismodeled as anundirected simple graphG(V,E, S),
where V stands for the node set, E stands for the edge set and S stands for the
node’s sensitive attribute set. Each node is associated with a sensitive attribute.

Definition 1 (l-diversity). An equivalence class is said to have l-diversity if
there are at least l ”well-represented” values for the sensitive attribute. A table
is said to have l-diversity if every equivalence class of the table has l-diversity.

Definition 1 presents l-diversity in relational data, and [2, 5] give some in-
terpretations of the term ”well-represented” in it: distinct l-diversity, entropy
l-diversity, recursive (c,l)-diversity and simple l-diversity. We applies simple l-
diversity in our approach for the following reasons: (1) Distinct l-diversity doesn’t
prevent probabilistic inference attacks; (2) Entropy l-diversity is too restrictive
sometimes; (3) Recursive (c,l)-diversity mainly aims at countering background
knowledge attack which rules out some possible values in sensitive attribute, and
parameters c and l are difficult to set for users.

Definition 2 (graphic l-diversity). A graph G(V,E, S) is graphic l-diversity
if all the same degree nodes in the graph form a group in which the frequency of
the most frequent sensitive value is at most 1

l .

Definition 3 (anonymization cost). Given an original network G and its
anonymous version G∗, the anonymization cost in G∗ is defined as

Cost(G,G∗) = |E(G∗)| − |E(G)|
Anonymization cost is a measure to evaluate the information loss. In our ap-
proach, we almost keep the number of nodes unchanged and restrict the graph
modification to edge additions, that is, graphG∗ is constructed fromG by adding
a minimal set of edges. Furthermore, we use the statistical network measures to
verify the utility of anonymous graph G∗. These statistics include average path
length and clustering co-efficient.

3 The Anonymous Strategies

3.1 The AdjustGroup Method

To construct an l-diversity graph, we first enable all the nodes in the group have
the same degree by adding edges after l-diversity partition is done.

The first step is to set a target degree for the group. For a group g, we sort
the nodes in the degree descending order and set the target degree of g to be
the largest degree. All the nodes in g need to have the same target degree. For
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Fig. 2. The AdjustGroup method

example, in figure 2(a), the target degree of the group is 5. The number beside
each node is the degree this node needs to be increased. All these numbers form a
number sequence in ascending order. The second step is to create edges between
nodes in the group. Based on the number sequence, we increase the nodes’ degree
in turn. If the nodes in the number sequence and there is no edge between them,
we create one edge and update the number sequence. For example, in figure 2(b),
two edges are created between nodes in the group, and the number sequence (1,
3, 3) is transformed into (1, 2). In the third step, we randomly create edges
between nodes in the group and nodes ungrouped if there is no existing edge
between them in the original graph. The quantity of random edge additions is
equal to the sum in the number sequence. In figure 2(c), three edges are randomly
created, and all the nodes in the group reach the target degree 5.

The second step in the AdjustGroup method is to decrease anonymization
cost. For example, in figure 2, if we skip the second step directly to the third
step, the number of edge additions will be increased from 5 to 7. Moreover, the
target degree of the created new group is more likely to be increased, which may
also cause the increment of anonymization cost.

3.2 The RedirectEdges Method

To construct an l-diversity graph, when the nodes form a new group, the Ad-
justGroup method enables all the nodes in the new group have the same target
degree. For the node v with the largest degree in the new group, if the degree
of v has already been increased using AdjustGroup method, the anonymization
cost is certainly enlarged. To further reduce the anonymization cost, we propose
the RedirectEdges method to avoid the above case, by redirecting the existing
add edge set {e1, e2, . . . , en} to the edge set {e′

1, e
′
2, . . . , e

′
m} where m ≤ n.

The RedirectEdges method allows us to reduce the degree of v without chang-
ing the nodes’ degree in any group which has been anonymized. Therefore, let
Rv denote the set of edges that should be redirected away from v and Nv denote
the set of nodes besides v that are associated with the edges in Rv. We first
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Fig. 3. The RedirectEdges method

create edges between the nodes in Nv, and all the nodes could be used only
once. Further, residue nodes in Nv randomly created one edge with the nodes
ungrouped in the graph. However, if some of the residue nodes have relationships
with all the ungrouped nodes, we link them back to v. For example, in figure 3(a),
the redirected edges set Rv is {e1, e2, e3, e4} and the associated nodes set Nv is
{v1, v2, v3, v4}. In figure 3(b), we first create an edge e

′
1 between v1 and v2, and

then randomly create edges between {v3, v4} and ungrouped nodes. Because v4
has relationships with all the ungrouped nodes, only one new edge e

′
2 is created

and v4 links back to v again. After proposing the RedirectEdges method, the
existing add edge set {e1, e2, e3, e4} is transformed into the edge set {e′

1, e
′
2, e

′
3}.

3.3 The AssignResidue Method

The degree distribution of the social network follows a power law, which means
that the majority of the nodes have small degree and a few nodes have signifi-
cantly high degree. As the GLD algorithm first processes the high degree node,
the nodes of the last group Nlast usually have the same 1 degree and no process-
ing is needed. If not, the anonymous approach on Nlast is different from the one
of other groups. First, the size of Nlast is (n (mod l)+ l). Moreover, we couldn’t
directly apply the AdjustGroup method on Nlast, because there is no remaining
nodes and the third step in AdjustGroup couldn’t cover this special situation.

We specially process the Nlast in the following steps. First, we apply the
previous two steps in AdjustGroup on Nlast, which output the number sequence.
After that, we set the sum in number sequence as d and create a special l-diversity
group Nspecial whose size is determined by d.

|Nspecial| =
{

d, ifd ≥ l
d+ |Nlast|, ifd < l

As the special group Nspecial satisfies l-diversity principle, |Nspecial|(the number
of nodes in Nspecial) must be equal to or more than l. If d is equal to or more
than l, we create d new nodes in Nspecial. Otherwise, |Nspecial| is equal to d plus
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|Nlast|. Moreover, we assign the sensitive values on the nodes in Nspecial on the
basis of l-diversity principle. Finally, |Nspecial| new edges are created between
Nlast and Nspecial to enable all the nodes in |Nlast| have the same degree and
the nodes’ degree in Nspecial is equal to 1.

4 The GLD Algorithm

Following the philosophy in [2], we have the definition 4 and theorem 1 which
are similarly mentioned in [5, 7].

Definition 4 (graphic l-diversity partition). A graphic partition with m
groups is l-diversity, if each group gj(1 ≤ j ≤ m) satisfies the following conditions.

Algorithm 1. Graphic l-Diversity (GLD) Algorithm

Input: An original graph G(V,E, S) and the parameter l.
Output: The anonymous network G∗(V ∗, E∗, S), which is graphic l-diversity.

1: G∗ ← G, LastNode ← φ;
2: sort vi ∈ V (G) as NodeList in the degree descending order;
3: while NodeList �= φ do
4: SeedNode ← NodeList.head();
5: repeat
6: LastNode ← SeedNode;
7: RedirectEdges(SeedNode);
8: update NodeList ;

9: SeedNode ← NodeList.head();
10: until SeedNode = LastNode
11: remove the SeedNode from NodeList ;
12: if NodeList.size()≥ 2l − 1 then
13: AnonymousGroup ← Partition(NodeList) ∪ {SeedNode};
14: AdjustGroup(AnonymousGroup);
15: update NodeList ;
16: else
17: let AnonymousGroup contain the remaining nodes in NodeList with SeedNode;
18: remove the remaining nodes from NodeList ;
19: AssignResidue(AnonymousGroup);
20: end if
21: end while

Function: Partition(NodeList)
22: S ← φ;
23: put vi ∈ NodeList in buckets and node’s sensitive value in each bucket is the same;
24: let S contain l - 1 the largest degree nodes respectively from l - 1 different buckets

whose sensitive values are different from the one to SeedNode and remove them
from NodeList ;

25: while not exist a graphic l-diversity partition for NodeList do
26: find the largest degree node v from bucket of the most frequent sensitive value;
27: find the smallest degree node v

′
in S and the sensitive value of v

′
is different

from v, replace v
′
with v, and place v

′
back into NodeList ;

28: end while
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(1)All the nodes in gj have the same degree; (2)Let c be the most frequent sensitive
value in gj, and freqj(c) be the number of nodes in gj with the sensitive value c; then
freqj(c)

|gj | ≤ 1
l where |gj | is the size (the number of nodes) of |gj|.

Theorem 1. A graphic l-diversity exists, if and only if the graph G(V,E, S)
satisfies the following condition. At most n

l nodes in G are associated with the
same sensitive value, where n is the number of nodes in G.

As shown in algorithm 1, the input of GLD is a original graph G and a
parameter l, and the output is an l-diversity graph G∗ for publishment. GLD
first maintains a list NodeList of nodes in the degree descending order. At each
iteration, we select the first node SeedNode in the NodeList. We repeatedly
perform RedirectEdges to decrease the degree of SeedNode by redirecting
added edges, then update NodeList and SeedNode, until the SeedNode keeps
unchanged(lines 5-10). We remove the SeedNode from the NodeList. If the size
of NodeList is at least 2l - 1, we apply Partition function in selecting l - 1 the
largest degree nodes which have unique sensitive values different from the one
to SeedNode on the basis of the remaining nodes in NodeList satisfy the graphic
l-diversity partition. Let a set AnonymousGroup contain SeedNode and above l
- 1 nodes. We apply AdjustGroup in making all the nodes in AnonymousGroup
have the same degree, and update the NodeList. If the size of NodeList is less
than 2l - 1, let AnonymousGroup contain the remaining nodes in NodeList and
remove them from NodeList. We perform AssignResidue to enable the residual
nodes in AnonymousGroup have the same degree via creating a special group
sometimes. The GLD algorithm ceases when there is no node left in NodeList.

5 Experimental Results

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed GLD algorithm on
one real dataset and one synthetic dataset.

ca-CondMat: This dataset shows a Condense Matter collaboration network
which is built from the scientific collaborations between authors’ papers from
January 1993 to April 2003(http://snap.stanford.edu/data/ca-CondMat.htm).
It contains 23,133 nodes and 186,936 edges. An undirected edge is created
if two authors co-authored a paper. Due to the lack of sensitive attribute in
ca-CondMat, we apply the METIS graph partition tool in deriving the group
identification and set it as the sensitive attribute.

Synthetic Dataset: We also use the software Pajek to generate a graph with
scale-free property. The default number of nodes in synthetic dataset is 5000. In
order to assign a sensitive value to each node in the graph, we assign a random
integer in the range [0,100] to each node on the basis of theorem 1.

In this experiment, We study the utility of anonymous graphs from average
path length and clustering co-efficient. We compare our approach with k-degree
anonymity[8] and other l-diversity methods[6, 7]. Figure 4 shows the average path
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length of anonymous graphs for k, l = 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14. As the graph modifica-
tion is restricted to edge additions in these anonymous approaches, the average
path length is trending downwards. Comparing the four anonymous approaches
separately with the original one, we can see the result of k-degree[8] is the best,
but it can’t protect nodes’ sensitive attribute. The result of l-diversity in this
paper is close to that of k-SDA[6], and our approach can also prevent proba-
bilistic inference attack. The l-diversity(1 neighborhood)[7] loses some utility for
protecting 1 neighborhood isomorphism, and its result is the lowest. Figure 5
shows the clustering co-efficient of anonymous graphs. The clustering co-efficient
is trending upwards in the two graphs. Moreover, we can find that clustering co-
efficient is stable in our approach when l = 12, 14. The reason is that we create
some new nodes in AssignResidue. Similar to average path length, our approach
loss little utility in the clustering co-efficient, and it can protect nodes’ sensitive
attribute from probabilistic inference attack. Generally, all these observations
verify that graphic l-diversity model could acceptably capture main features of
the social network.

(a) ca-CondMat (b) Synthetic dataset

Fig. 4. Average path length

(a) ca-CondMat (b) Synthetic dataset

Fig. 5. Clustering co-efficient
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6 Related Work

The problem of privacy protection in social networks is first proposed in [9],
where the authors demonstrate that the naive anonymization strategy which
replaces all identifiers of individuals with randomized integers is not sufficient
by both active and passive attacks.

In anonymizing social network data, there are two categories: clustering-
based approaches and graph modification approaches. The clustering-based
methods[10–13] cluster nodes and edges into groups and anonymize a subgraph
into a super-node. In this way, the details about individuals can be hidden prop-
erly. [10] propose anonymizing a graph by partitioning the nodes and summa-
rizing the graph at partition level. Zheleva and Getoor[11] focuses on the case
where there are multiple types of edges but only one type of nodes, and ap-
plies clustering-based method in protecting relationships disclosure. Cormode et
al.[12] focuses on the problem of anonymizing bipartite graphs. Based on [12],
Bhagat et al.[13] further constructs a model of the rich interaction graph, and
proposes three approaches in protecting users’ rich interaction.

The graph modification methods[6–8, 14–16] anonymize a graph by modifying
edges and nodes in a graph. Hay et al.[15] proposes an approach that obeys a rule
of random edge additions and deletions in anonymizing the graph, this method
can effectively resist some kinds of attacks but suffers a significant cost in utility.
Liu and Terzi[8] first introduces the k-anonymity model from the relational data
to the social network data, and proposes k-degree anonymity to protect each
individual in a group consisting of at least k nodes of the same degree. Zhou and
Pei[14] proposes the stronger model that each individual in a group consisting of
at least k nodes sharing 1-neighbourhood isomorphism. Zou et al.[16] proposes
a k-automorphism model that each individual in a group consisting of at least
k nodes without any structural difference. [6, 7] based on different models apply
l-diversity in protecting nodes re-identification and nodes’ sensitive attribute.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we consider the l-diversity in anonymizing the social network
data. We present a heuristic algorithm which could transform the original graph
G to an l-diversity G∗ via the three anonymous strategies(AdjustGroup, Redi-
rectEdges, AssignResidue). Our experiments, based on two datasets and several
utility measures, show that our algorithm can effectively produce l-diversity
graph that have acceptable utility.
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